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The room-temperature dephasing in InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots is measured using two inde-
pendent methods: spectal-hole burning and four-wave mixing. Dephasing times weakly dependent on the
excitation density are found, with a low density value of 290680 fs from spectal-hole burning and of 260
620 fs from four-wave mixing.@S0163-1829~99!00136-8#
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One of the basic sources of information on light-mat
interaction is optical line broadening.1 The line width of the
absorption or emission spectrum of a given transition
pends on both homogeneous and inhomogeneous broad
mechanisms. Different mechanisms such as phonon inte
tion, lifetime broadening, and carrier-carrier interaction c
contribute to the homogeneous linewidth in semiconduct
as widely investigated in numerous structures in the p
One way to determine the homogeneous linewidth is to m
sure the time-resolved polarization decay, with the charac
istic time T2. The development of four-wave mixing tech
niques has allowed to measureT2 in both bulk materials and
low-dimensional heterostructures also in the presence
strong inhomogeneous broadening, where a simple linew
analysis in the spectral domain fails.2 Recent breakthroughs3

in the growth of zero-dimensional semiconductor structu
strengthen the interest in extracting the homogeneous
width of these systems.4,5 Especially the ‘‘phonon-
broadening’’ is controversial, because the discrete ene
level structure is expected to reduce phonon interacti
~phonon bottleneck!.6 Moreover, the homogeneous linewid
of quantum dots~QD’s! presents the intrinsic limit to thei
delta-functionlike density of states, which is the key prope
for the expected superior performance in applications s
as quantum dot lasers.7 The presently best investigated Q
systems are In~Ga!As/GaAs self-organized quantum dot
These systems still show a significant inhomogeneous br
ening due to their size distribution.3 Therefore, the homoge
neous broadening can be measured by direct linewidth an
sis only when a few dots are isolated from the ensem
Scarce data only for low temperatures were reported u
now.4 Four-wave mixing experiments on self-organiz
III–V QD’s have not been reported so far, probably due
the weak signal that results from the small interaction v
ume and the large inhomogeneous broadening.

In this paper, we present the first measurements of theT2
time for InAs/GaAs quantum dots at room temperature,
ing two independent methods: self-induced spectral h
burning ~SI-SHB! and four-wave mixing~FWM!. Both ex-
periments are performed using optical pulses from the id
of an optical parametric amplifier, providing 140 fs pulses
a repetition rate of 300 kHz and a wavelength tunable fr
0.9 to 2.5 mm. The pulses are dispersion compensated
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~11!/7784~4!/$15.00
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can be spectrally shaped to get Fourier-limited pulse du
tions up to a few picoseconds.

The investigated sample was grown by metal orga
chemical vapor deposition in a pin structure. Its active reg
consists of three stacked InAs/InGaAs QD layers separa
by 21 nm-thick GaAs barriers, placed in the center of
120-nm GaAs layer. Two Al0.7Ga0.3As cladding layers and a
ridge structure of 8mm width and 400mm length provide
optical confinement and waveguiding.8 The end facets were
tilted to avoid multiple reflections. The light is coupled
and out of the end facets of the waveguide by microsc
objectives. Room-temperature photoluminescence of the
ensemble after etching off the top cladding shows a grou
state transition at 1.148 eV (1.08mm) with a broadening of
about 60 meV. The wetting layer transition in these bina
ternary dots is closer in energy to the QD ground state
compared to pure InAs/GaAs dots, but the energy separa
of 110 meV is still significantly abovekBT at room
temperature.8,9 The SI-SHB experiment uses the bleaching
the ground-state excitonic absorption induced by an opt
pulse at 1.08mm wavelength traveling through the sampl
resulting in an increased transmission of the pulse thro
the waveguide. The transmitted pulse is measured b
cooled Ge detector using a lock-in technique. The bleach
of the absorption with increasing input energy is shown
Fig. 1 for Fourier-limited pulses of different spectral width
and time durations. For short pulses, i.e., large spec
width, an increasing absorption is observed additional to
bleaching with increasing input energy, due to two-phot
absorption. Thex axis gives the input spectral energy, i.e
the energy per unit frequency. For a given input spec
energy, the observed bleaching depends on the pulse w
We performed pulse shaping such that the input pulses
close to square shaped in the spectral domain. In orde
interpret the results, we have calculated the spectral-h
burning of the absorption coefficient induced by a squ
pulse with a spectral energyS and a spectral widthW larger
or smaller than the full width at half maximum~FWHM! of
the homogeneous broadeningg52\/T2 of the ground-state
transition in a two-level model. The absorption coefficienta
of an inhomogeneously broadened distribution in the pr
ence of monochromatic pump light with the frequencyvp
and the intensityI p is given to first order inI p by10
7784 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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a~v,vp ,I p!5a0F12
CT1I p

~v2vp!
21~2/T2!2G , ~1!

C is a constant containing the transition dipole mome
T1 is the population decay time, anda0 is the unperturbed
absorption coefficient with a spectral dependence given
the inhomogeneous broadening. Equation~1! describes SHB
being proportional to the intensity, as expected
continuous-wave light. However, in the measurements
Fig. 1, pulses shorter thanT1 are always used. In this case,
population saturation, and therefore a spectral hole-burn
proportional to thepulse energyis expected. We replace th
steady-state energyT1I p by the element of energySdwp and
we sum Eq.~1! over the spectral components of a squa
pump pulse centered atv0. This gives for the absorption:

a~v,S,W!

a0
512

CST2

2
$arctan@~v2v01W/2!T2/2#

2arctan@~v2v02W/2!T2/2#% ~2!

Since in our case the inhomogeneous broadening is m
larger thanW, we have assumed thata0 is constant over the
pulse energy range. The result of Eq.~2! is shown in Fig. 2
for a pump centered at\v051.15 eV andg51.1 meV. For
W!(g/\) a hole of a width 2g is burned in the absorption
coefficient11 with a depth proportional toW and S. In con-
trast, for W@(g/\), a fingerprint of the square pulse
burned in the absorption coefficient with a depth prop
tional to S and independent ofW. The transmission of the
pulse influenced by the self-induced bleaching is calcula
from Eq. ~2!. In the limit of a small absorptiona0L,1,
where L is the length of the waveguide, we find for th
transmitted energyEout:

FIG. 1. QD transmission~ratio between the energy at the outp
and the energy at the input of the sample! in a logarithmic scale, as
a function of the input spectral energy for different spectral pul
widths. Solid lines are fits to the data according to the model
scribed in the text@Eq. ~4!#. In the inset, the slopes of the initia
absorption bleaching and the corresponding fit are shown.
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Eout5E
v02W/2

v01W/2

S@12a~v,S,W!L#dv ~3!

Eout

Ein
5~12a0L !

1SLa0C
WT2 arctan~WT2/2!2 ln@11~WT2/2!2#

W
.

~4!

Equation~4! has also been derived with a different a
proach, namely directly solving the optical Bloch equatio
for an inhomogeneously broadened set of two-level syste
in the limit of WT1@1 and large inhomogeneous broade
ing. Equation~4! predicts a linear increase of the transm
sion versus the spectral energyS with a slope that depend
on W andT2. In the inset of Fig. 1 the slopes obtained by
linear fit of the initial bleaching are shown, together with a
according to Eq.~4! with C andT2 as free parameters, givin
T25290680 fs. The solid curves in Fig. 1 are calculate
from Eq. ~4! using the experimental values ofW showing a
good agreement between model and experiment.

The FWM measurement is based on a heterodyne de
tion scheme,12 which allows for copolarized and copropaga
ing pump and probe pulses. This technique avoids the ph
matching restriction associated with the spatial select
geometry2 and enables the use of long waveguides to
hance the FWM signal. The FWM signal created by tw
exciting pulses with time delays with respect to a referen
pulse: 2t2t and 2t, and frequency shiftsv1,2, respec-
tively, is detected by its interference with the reference pu
at a frequency of 2v22v1 using a lock-in technique. The
lock-in signal is proportional to the average FWM elect
field amplitude during the reference pulse duration. T
time-resolved FWM signal is measured as a function oft and
t. The exciting and reference pulses were chosen as
shortest achievable from the laser source~140 fs!. The mea-
sured FWM amplitude is shown in the left side of Fig. 3 as
function of t for varioust. The time shift of the signal with
t clearly indicates the photon-echo nature of the FWM.
the upper graph, the intensity of pulse 2 was around 0.2

-
-

FIG. 2. Calculated absorption bleaching@Eq. ~2!# for g
51.1 meV, v051.15 eV, and different spectral pulse-widths
indicated.
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7786 PRB 60BRIEF REPORTS
per pulse, twice the intensity of pulse 1, and in the region
small absorption bleaching; the data in the lower graph w
obtained with twice the excitation intensities.

In order to analyze the results, we have numerically c
culated the third-order polarization by solving the optic
Bloch equations for a two-level model, assuming Gauss
excitation pulses and an inhomogeneous broadening m
broader than the spectral width of the pulse. The calcula
electric field amplitude of the FWM is then convoluted wi
a Gaussian reference pulse to simulate our detection sch
The resulting signal amplitudes are shown on the right s
of Fig. 3 and the correspondingT2 times are indicated. The
simulations contain qualitatively all the features of the e
perimental data, like the initial increase of the signal ma
mum for increasingt, not expected for delta-pulses,13 and
the time shift of the signal for long delay times. Also, th
simulations are in quantitative agreement with the meas
ments at long delay times. The time-integrated FWM fie
amplitude is shown in Fig. 4. The calculated values~dotted
lines! are in good agreement with the experimental d
~squares!, with a small discrepancy for small delay times
the high excitation intensity case~upper curve!. TheT2 time
obtained by the calculations also coincides within error b
with the one obtained from the exponential fit of the data
long delay time~solid lines in Fig. 4!. Both values are in
agreement with the results of the SI-SHB within error ba

In order to comment on the physical origin of the me
sured dephasing time we first summarize results reporte
literature on dephasing in bulk and quantum well syste
The temperature dependence of the homogeneous linew
at the excitonic transition in GaAs bulk an
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As quantum wells~QW’s! up to room tem-
perature~RT! was reported by Gammonet al.14 Comparison
between QW’s of different thicknesses demonstrate an
phonon induced broadening weakly dependent on w

FIG. 3. Experimental~left! and calculated~right! time-resolved
FWM electric field amplitudes for different delay timest of the two
exciting beams. The traces for delayst<80 fs are plotted as dotte
lines. The lower part of the figure refers to an excitation intens
twice the one in the upper part. TheT2 times used in the calculation
are indicated,T155 ps was determined by pump-probe expe
ments, and the pulse intensity FWHM of 140 fs was measure
their autocorrelation.
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width, and comparable to the GaAs bulk value. At roo
temperature, 7 meV FWHM line-width is measured in a
nm QW, dominated by LO-phonon absorption. A slight
larger value~10 meV! is measured in bulk and attributed to
larger acoustic phonon broadening. A homogeneous l
width of 7 meV is equivalent toT25190 fs. Above the ex-
citonic transition, faster dephasing times~less than 100 fs! of
band-to-band transitions have been measured both in
and QW’s,15–17strongly influenced by carrier-carrier scatte
ing, even though phonon emission gives additional deph
ing. Dephasing times in bulk and QW diode lasers are g
erally considered to be fast~30–70 fs! due to carrier-carrier
scattering, as also shown by the fast spectral-hole burn
recovery time from pump-probe measurements in semic
ductor optical amplifiers.18,19 Our results indicate a dephas
ing time from the ground-state excitonic transition sligh
exceeding the ones measured by Gammonet al.14 at RT on
QW’s. This result is not surprising since the LO-phonon a
sorption is not strongly affected by the reduced dimensi
ality in these dots, because of the large number of clos
spaced hole levels. Even if calculations of the energy le
structure in the investigated binary-ternary QD’s are miss
due to the lack of precise information on the dot shape, c
culations on InAs/GaAs dots of similar sizes show multip
hole levels with separations close to the LO-phon
energy.20 It has been recently shown21 that hole-phonon
interaction is responsible for the lack of a ‘‘phono
bottleneck’’ for relaxation in InxGa12xAs/GaAs quantum
dots even at 10 K. As discussed by Gammonet al.14 the
presence of multiple levels as final states in the LO-phon
absorption leads to an LO-phonon interaction weakly dep
dent on the confinement, in agreement with our findings.

We have observed that the intensity of the measu
FWM signal follows a third-order behavior within the exc
tation intensity range discussed, while at higher excitat
intensities higher-order effects appear. Within the third-or
response, we observe only a weak intensity dependenc
T2. This indicates a weak exciton-exciton scattering wh
exciting only the lowest quantum dot transition. Howev
for an applied bias current for which the dot ground state

y

in

FIG. 4. Experimental~closed square! and calculated~dotted
line! time-integrated FWM field amplitude for the two excitatio
intensities used in Fig. 3. Solid lines are exponential fits for lo
delay times; the corresponding dephasing times are indicated.
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inverted, the FWM measurements show a dephasing tim
below 70 fs, indicating a fast carrier-carrier scattering b
tween carriers within a dot, once higher sublevels are oc
pied and several excitons are present. Such fast depha
time implies a significant broadening of the DOS, reduc
the expected superior values of differential gain and thre
old current in QD lasers at RT compared to the ideal de
like DOS. However, it also implies that the laser behav
can be dominated by the homogeneous broadening, resu
in single mode lasing very useful for cw applications, as a
recently reported.22
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In conclusion, we have presented the first measurem
on the room temperature dephasing
InAs/InxGa12xAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots. AT2
only weakly dependent on the excitation density, with a lo
density value of 290680 fs from spectal-hole burning an
of 260620 fs from four–wave mixing, is found. This i
compared to reports in literature on bulk and QW structu
and mainly attributed to LO-phonon absorption by the hol

Parts of this work were supported by the Danish Tech
cal Research Council in the framework of SCOOP and
DFG in the frame work of SFB 296.
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